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Visual secret sharing (VSS) has various applications such as visual authentication, access 

control, steganography, watermarking etc. But there is a possibility of cheating or collusive 

attack in VSS, where some malicious participants can mislead other honest participants by 

fake shares. Many research groups have worked on the above-stated problem. All the 

existed techniques suffer from at least one of the following problems such as additional 

verification shares, pixel expansion and poor visual quality of a reconstructed secret image. 

The proposed scheme overcomes all the above discussed shortcomings. Proposed work is 

based on the hamming code. Moreover, it retains the originality of bit by correcting 

the modified bit. The novelty of the proposed work is to convert the fake/ modified shares 

into the original shares with 100% accuracy. The theoretical and experimental analysis 

shows the effectiveness of the proposed work. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

Rapid advancements in technology have popularized the 

use of internet. The illegal modifications in digital media have 

become very easy but difficult to prevent. Therefore, 

protection of digital media and its property rights are the vital 

issues of concern. Protection of the digital data is extremely 

important and is an emerging area of research. Many efforts 

have been made in this area by cryptographic community. In 

first approach, traditional cryptographic techniques are used to 

protect the digital data. In this technique, during decryption, 

computing device is required at receiver side that makes it very 

complex. Another group of researchers have used Visual 

Secret Sharing (VSS) approach that requires simple 

computation. The computation in VSS has comparatively 

lower cost than traditional cryptography. VSS techniques are 

very useful for various applications such as, biometric privacy, 

secret image sharing, access control, information hiding, print 

and scan [1], watermarking, financial document sharing and 

visual authentication [2]. 

Visual secret sharing [3, 4] is a method of secret sharing 

where secret is an image. In this technique, secret image is 

divided into n pieces or shares and reconstruct the secret image 

by using threshold number (k) of the shares where n>1 and 

n>=k>1. As shares are most sensible objects carrying secret 

information. Hence, any type of tampering (intentional or 

unintentional) on shares leads towards compromised secret. 

The tempering of the shares is known as cheating in VSS. 

which could be done by malicious participant or malicious 

outsider cheater. Cheater cheats successfully if it finds fake 

shares which are indistinguishable to original shares and it is 

used with original shares, it reveals the fake secret image. Due 

to cheating in VSS, only cheater is able to reconstruct the 

original secret. The solution of the above stated issues could 

be done through cheating identification and prevention 

techniques.  

Horng et al. [5] shown that cheating can be possible in VSS. 

Moreover, they introduced a cheating prevention technique by 

giving two solutions for the cheating prevention. In the first 

solution, dedicated n number of verification shares have been 

generated corresponding to the original share which are used 

for the authentication of the shares prior reconstruction of the 

secret image. Another method is based on the (2, n+l) VSS 

scheme instead of the (2, n) VSS where l > 0. Above discussed 

schemes suffer with overhead due to the use of extra shares. 

To address the limitation of the above scheme, another 

cheating prevention scheme has proposed by the Hu and Tzeng 

[6] which used the idea of authentication for cheating

prevention by using verification share. Further, Chen et al. [7,

8] also worked on extra verification shares. In 2015, Lin [9]

worked to overcome the extra verification shares burden but it

is having poor contrast of the recovered secret image. C. N

Yang et al. [10] have proposed another cheating prevention

scheme which is based on (2, n) VSS, but it is not generalized

scheme because it works on (3, n) VSS. In 2019, M. Yadav

and Ranvijay [11] have introduced cheating prevention

scheme by using share authentication. In this scheme, there is

no need of any extra share for authentication because all shares

have its self-verification image. The limitation of this scheme

is that reconstructed secret image degrades during cheating

prevention process.

The proposed work presents a novel cheating identification 

and prevention technique in VSS based on the hamming code, 

which deals with the above shortcomings. The novelty of the 

proposed work is to convert the fake/ modified shares into the 

original shares with 100% accuracy. The proposed work 

makes VSS more useful in various areas of real-life 

applications like banking, e-commerce, telemedicine, defense, 

etc. Proposed work has also been compared with existing 

techniques based on some essential parameters like the 

number of additional verification shares, size of shares, pixel 

expansion, the contrast of the recovered secret image, recovery 
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from modified share to the original share. The proposed 

scheme does not require pixel expansion, and is not affected 

by the size of the shares. The contrast of the reconstructed 

secret image is not affected by the proposed work. Moreover, 

the required additional number of verification shares either 

increases or constant in the existed cheating prevention 

scheme when the number of shares increases while in the 

proposed scheme, the number of verification shares decreases. 

The experimental results and analysis show the effectiveness 

of the proposed approach.   

The rest part of the paper is organized as follows: In section 

2, related terminology has been introduced. The 

implementation process of the proposed work has been 

described in section 3. Experimental results and theoretical 

analyses are given in section 4. Section 5 concludes the 

proposed work. 

 

 

2. RELATED TERMINOLOGY 

 

2.1 Visual secret sharing (VSS) 

 

It is a type of secret sharing where secrets are an image. The 

high contrast (α) value of the reconstructed secret image and 

low pixel expansion (m) are good for the VSS scheme. Pixel 

expansion is the number of the pixel which is required to 

encode a single pixel of the secret image. The contrast shows 

the relative luminance difference between regions on the 

reconstructed secret image corresponding to white and black 

pixels in the original secret image. This is defined as α = nw-

nb/m where nw and nb are the number of pixels in white and 

black region respectively.     

 

2.2 Collusive attack or cheating 

 

In visual secret sharing, when some participants mislead to 

other participants via producing fake/modified shares instead 

of the original share. This type of attack is performed by 

malicious participants. Consequently, the original secret is 

revealed only by malicious participant while the genuine 

participants are unable to do so. Hence, cheating prevention 

technique helps to prevent this type of attack [12]. 

 

2.3 Hamming code 

 

Hamming code approach is used for the data transmission 

in the communication system. This technique was introduced 

by the Richard in the 1950 [13]. This method is basically used 

to detect and correct the errors in the data at the receiver side 

of the communication system. (k, N)=(7,4) is a most popular  

hamming code for the single bit error detection and correction 

technique where k is the total code length and N is the length 

of the data also used check bits M where N+M<=2M -1 Or N 

<=2M-M-1.  

 

 

3. PROPOSED WORK 

 

In this section, we have proposed a cheating prevention 

technique by using hamming code. Proposed work has the 

ability to detect the modified/fake share. Moreover, It will 

convert the modified share into the original share. Suppose, n 

and M are the number of generated random shares (RS) and 

verification shares (Vs) respectively in VSS. In the proposed 

scheme, we have used the idea of hamming code. In hamming 

code, data length is n and check bit is M, so 2M -1 are the total 

number of shares which can be corrected during verification. 

At a time, only one bit is chosen from each share for data bit 

which generates the verification bit. Similar procedure is 

followed for each bit of share and generates the verification 

shares, these verification shares consist of all verification bits. 

The detailed procedure has been shown in the verification 

share generation (VSG) algorithm. The block diagram of the 

VSG is shown in the Figure 1. At the receiving end, by using 

verification shares, trusted authority verifies all the random 

shares which are genuine or not. Verification and correction 

details are described in the algorithm 2. The block diagram of 

the SVC is shown in the Figure 2. If any share bit is found as 

fake /modified bit, it can be corrected by taking the 

complement of that.  

 

 
 

Figure 1. Block diagram of VSG 
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Figure 2. Block diagram of SVC 

Algorithm 1: Verification Share Generation (VSG) 

Input: n random share of same size 

Output: M verification share  

Step 1: n=1;  

For i= 1 to 2M-1 

if (i ˄ (i-1)= = 0) 

VSi=RS; 

i++; 

end 

else 

Si=SHn; 

n++; 

end 

end 

Step 2: 

for k=0 to (m-1) 

j=2k; 

for i= 1 to 2M-1 

if (Aj(i)= = 1) 

VSj = VSj ⊕ Si; 

end 

i++; 

end 

k++; 

end 

Algorithm 2: Share Verification and Correction (SVC) 

Input: M verification share and n random share  

Output: Status of the shares as valid or fake and corrected 

modified/fake bit into original bit  

Step 1: 

For k=0 to (M-1) 

n=M-1, j=2k; 

for i= 1 to 2M-1 

if (Aj(i)= = 1) 

VSj = VSj ⊕ Si; 

i++; 

end 

end 

EM(n)=VSj; 

n- -;

end 

Step 2: Binary number which is stored in to EM, has been 

converted in to decimal number and if this decimal value (D) 

is equivalent to zero then all bits of all the shares are valid 

otherwise Dth share’s bit is modified/ fake.   

Step 3: If in step 2, Dth share’s bit is found as modified/fake 

then the complimented value of modified/fake bit of Dth share 

will be an original bit. 

Figure 3. Example of proposed VSG and SVC algorithms 

Example 1: In this example, we have taken a secret image 

(black & white type image) of size 1 X 1. Suppose a (4, 4) 

visual secret sharing approach is applied, which generates the 

four random share (RSi). In this situation, three verification 

shares will be required to verify these random shares at the 

time of revealing the secret image. So, use the (7, 4) hamming 

code technique where the total number of shares is seven, and 

the random share of visual secret sharing is four, and three 
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verification shares are used. Share numbers 3, 5, 6, and 7 are 

random shares (RSi), and remaining shares are verification 

shares (VSi), i.e., share numbers 1, 2, and 4. The verification 

shares are calculated as: VS1=RS3⊕RS5⊕RS7, 

VS2=RS3⊕RS6⊕RS7 and VS4=RS5⊕RS6⊕RS7 on the 

sender's side. All these shares are sent to legitimate users. The 

share verification process is done at the receiver end as 

follows- 

Calculate the verifier bit  

Vbit1= VS1⊕RS3⊕RS5⊕RS7  

Vbit2= VS2⊕RS3⊕RS6⊕RS7 

Vbit3= VS4⊕RS5⊕RS6⊕RS7  

these all bits are stored in the array A= [Vbit3 Vbit2 Vbit1] 

If all the bits of array A are zero, then all the shares are valid 

otherwise modified/fake share corresponding to the decimal 

value equivalent to the binary value stored in the array A. The 

above-discussed example is shown in Figure 3. In this example 

7th, a random share is a fake/modified share. In this example, 

figure (a) shows the secret image (S.I.), (b)-(e) show the 

random share, (f)-(h) show verification share at sender end. 

Figure (i) –(l) show random share, (m) –(n) show verification 

share at the receiver end. Here, the verifier bit shows the 7th 

random share is fake share, and the corrected value of a fake 

share is shown in the Figure (q). 

 

 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE 

ANALYSIS 

 

4.1 Experimental results 

 

4.1.1 Simulation 1 

In the first simulation, we have taken a secret image (binary 

image type) of size 4 X 4. Suppose a (4, 4) visual secret sharing 

approach is applied, which generates the four random share 

(RSi). In this situation, three verification shares will be 

required to verify these random shares at the time of revealing 

the secret image. In Figure 4, (a) shows the secret image, (b)-

(e) shows the random shares, (f)-(h) show the verification 

shares at the sender side and (i)-(l) show the random shares, 

(m)-(o) show the verification shares at the receiver end.  

The verifier bits are calculated as follows 

Vbit1= VS1⊕RS3⊕RS5⊕RS7  

Vbit2= VS2⊕RS3⊕RS6⊕RS7 

Vbit3= VS4⊕RS5⊕RS6⊕RS7  

These all bits are shown in the figures (p), (q), (r), and (s) 

corresponding to the first, second, third, and fourth pixels of 

the shares. Figure (q) and (r) show the bit is genuine while (p) 

and (s) show that there are errors in a bit. The decimal value 

equivalent to the verifier bit present in the figure (p) and (s) is 

six and three, respectively. In this simulation, modified/ fake 

bits are found at the first and fourth pixels in the 6th and 3rd 

random share, respectively. The corrected pixels values (taken 

complement of error value) are shown in the figure (t) and (u) 

corresponding to 6th and 3rd random shares, respectively. 

 

4.1.2 Simulation 2 

In this simulation, the secret image of size 1 X 1 of black & 

white type has been taken for the (5, 11) VSS scheme, which 

generates the 11 random shares. Four number of verification 

shares are required to verify these random shares. Figure 4 

shows the results of simulation 2. In Figure 5, (a) shows the 

secret image, (b)-(l) shows the random shares, (m)-(p) show 

the verification shares at the sender side and (b1)-(l1) show the 

random shares, (m1)-(p1)  show the verification shares at the 

receiver end. The verifier bits are shown in figure (q). The 

decimal value (D) of the verifier bit is not equivalent to the 

zero, it means that the error is present in the Dth random share. 

The third random share bit is a fake/modified bit, which is 

found in this simulation. The corrected bit is shown in figure 

(r). It is clear from the above discussion that the proposed 

scheme works effectively, and the accuracy of verifying and 

correcting ability of the fake share is 100%.     

            

4.1.3 Simulation 3 

In this simulation, a black & white type secret image of size 

100 X 100 has been taken for the (4, 4) VSS scheme, which 

generates the four random shares (S1, S2, S3, S4). According to 

(4, 4) VSS scheme, all four shares are required for the 

reconstruction of the secret image; if the number of shares is 

less than four, then the reconstruction of the secret image is 

not possible. In this simulation, (4, 7) hamming code is applied 

for the share verification. Simulation results are shown in 

Figure 6. Figure 6, (a) shows the original secret image, (b)-(e) 

show the random shares, (f) shows the X-ORed result between 

S3 and S4, (g) shows the X-ORed result among S1, S2, and S3, 

(h) shows the X-ORed result among S2, S3, and S4, (i) shows 

the X-ORed result between S2 and S3, (j) shows the fake 

random share1 (FS1), (k) shows the X-ORed result among S1, 

S2, S3, and S4, (l) shows the X-ORed result among FS1, S2, S3, 

and S4. Figures k & l clearly show the difference between 

reconstructed secret images by using only genuine and 

genuine & fake shares, respectively. In this simulation, shares 

S2, S3, and S4 are found as genuine shares, while S1 is a fake/ 

modified share. The number of pixels modified in the share 1 

(S1) is 121, which are shown in Table 1.   

  

 
Figure 4. Results of simulation 1 
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Figure 5. Results of simulation 2 

 

Table 1. Fake/modified number of pixels in simulation 3 

 
Shares Total no. of pixels Original no. of pixels Fake/Modified no. of pixels 

Share1 (S1) 10000 9879 121 

Share2 (S2) 10000 10000 0 

Share3 (S3) 10000 10000 0 

Share4 (S4) 10000 10000 0 

 

Table 2. Fake/modified number of pixels in simulation 4 

 
Shares Total no. of pixels Original no. of pixels Fake/Modified no. of pixels 

Share1 (S1) 65536 65195 341 

Share2 (S2) 65536 65536 0 

Share3 (S3) 65536 65230 306 

Share4 (S4) 65536 65536 0 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Results of simulation 3 
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Figure 7. Results of simulation 4 

 

Table 3. Comparison between proposed scheme and related state of the arts 

 

Schemes 

Properties 

Number of 

secret shares 

Number of additional 

verification shares 

Size of 

shares 

Pixel 

expansion 
Contrast 

Conversion from modified 

share to original share 

Hu and 

Tzeng [6] 
n n 

Ws x Hs x 

(m+2) 
m+2 

|𝑛𝑤 − 𝑛𝑏|

𝑚 + 2
 No 

Horng et al. 

[5] 
n n Ws x Hs x m - 

|𝑛𝑤 − 𝑛𝑏|

𝑚
 No 

Chen et al. 

[7] 
n n Ws x Hs x m - 

|𝑛𝑤 − 𝑛𝑏|

𝑚
 No 

Chen et al. 

[8] 
n n 

Ws x Hs x 

(m+t+1) 
m+t+1 

|𝑛𝑤 − 𝑛𝑏|

𝑚 + 𝑡 + 1
 No 

Lin et al. 

[9] 
n - Ws x Hs x m - 

|1/2𝑛𝑤 − 𝑛𝑏|

𝑚
 No 

Proposed 

scheme 
n=2M -M-1 M Ws x Hs x m - 

|𝑛𝑤 − 𝑛𝑏|

𝑚
 Yes 

 

4.1.4 Simulation 4 

In this simulation, secret image of size 256 X 256 of black 

& white type have been taken for the (4, 4) VSS scheme which 

generates the 4 random shares (S1, S2, S3, S4). In (4, 4) VSS 

scheme, all four shares are required for the reconstruction of 

the secret image, if the number of shares are less than four, 

then the reconstruction of the secret image is not possible. In 

simulation 4, (4, 7) hamming code is applied for the share 

verification. Simulation results are shown in the Figure 7. 

Figure 7, (a) shows the original secret image, (b)-(e) show the 

random shares, (f)- (g) show the fake random share1 (FS1) and 

share3 (FS3), (h) shows the X-ORed result among S1, S2, S3 

and S4, (i) shows the X-ORed result among FS1, S2, FS3 and 

S4. Figures h & i clearly show the difference between 

reconstructed secret images by using only genuine and 

genuine & fake shares respectively. In this simulation, shares 

S2 & S4 are found as the genuine shares while S1 & S3 are fake/ 

modified shares. The number of pixels modified in the shares 
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S1 & S3 are 341 and 306 respectively which are shown in the 

Table 2. 

 

4.2 Performance analysis 

 

Proposed work has been compared with existed related 

researches on the basis of some important parameters which 

are shown in the Table 3. In the proposed scheme, M number 

of additional verification shares are required to verify n (n=2M-

M-1) number of shares while in the other existed approaches, 

only M number of shares are verified. In example 1, a 

Hamming (7, 4) code was considered for explaining the 

proposed algorithms. However, this code is considered to be 

inefficient because 4 random shares are verified by using 3 

verification shares which are very close to the number of the 

random shares. In communication systems, they define a 

parameter called the code rate to quantify the efficiency of the 

code. The code rate is defined as N/K. As the code rate 

approaches 1, this indicates that the code is more efficient. In 

the case of (7, 4) code, the rate is N/K =4 /7=0 .571. However, 

it has been shown that using a number of verification shares M 

can serve a number of random shares N =2M −M −1, which 

renders the code rate N/K = 2M−M−1 / 2M−1. It can be seen 

that by increasing the number of verification shares M, the 

code rate approaches 1. For example, using M =6 can serve a 

number of random shares N = 57 giving a code rate of N/K = 

57 /63 = 0.905. Increment in M (number of verification share) 

increases the code rate. Consequently, code becomes more 

efficient than previous one. Further, pixel expansion is not 

required in the proposed work. On the basis of these two 

parameters, the proposed approach will require less 

computation and communication cost than other existed works 

[5-8]. Moreover, the proposed work has the ability to correct 

the modified bits in to the original bits while all the other 

existed cheating prevention approaches are not able to do so. 

The proposed scheme also does not affect the contrast of the 

reconstructed secret image. Contrast (α) is defined as the ratio 

of relative luminance difference of region on the superimposed 

shares which is created by a white pixel and a black pixel. It is 

used to measure the visual quality of the reconstructed secret 

image. High contrast is considered for the better approach. 

Contrast is formulated as follows- 

 

α =
|nw − nb|

m
 (1) 

 

where, nw and nb are the number of pixels in the region of 

white pixel and the region of a black pixel respectively and m 

is the pixel expansion.     

 

 
 

Figure 8. Number of verification shares required for the (k, 

n) visual secret sharing scheme 

From Table 3, it is clear that the proposed scheme is better 

than other approaches [5-9]. 

 

Table 4. Comparison between the proposed scheme and 

existed cheating prevention schemes 
 

Schemes 

Number of 

random 

shares 

Number of 

additional 

verification 

shares 

Recovery from 

modified share 

to the original 

share 

Lin et al. [14] n n*(n-1)/2 No 

Yang et al. 

[15] 
n n*(n-k+1)/2 No 

Proposed 

scheme 
n=2M -M-1 M Yes 

 

Table 4 also shows the benefits of the proposed scheme 

compared to other approaches [14, 15]. The performance of 

the proposed scheme based on the required number of 

verification shares is shown in Figure 8. In this figure, it is 

clear that the proposed approach is efficient than the other 

existed methods [5-9, 14, 15].   

 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

 

In this paper, we have proposed a novel technique for 

cheating prevention and detection in visual secret sharing. This 

technique identifies the modified/fake bit of the shares. 

Moreover, it retains the originality of bit by correcting the 

modified bit. The proposed work can be applied on any visual 

secret sharing for cheating prevention. The proposed scheme 

is more efficient in terms of pixel expansion and requires less 

number of additional verification shares than the other existing 

cheating prevention schemes. It also does not affect the 

contrast of the reconstructed secret image. The theoretical and 

experimental analysis of the work shows its effectiveness.  The 

accuracy of retaining the genuine bits from identified 

fake/modified bits is 100%.        
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